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LECTURER
Coordinating lecturer: Bordera Perez, Maria Del Carme
Others: Bordera Perez, Maria Del Carme

PRIOR SKILLS
An intermediate level in the four main linguistic skills (speaking, listening, reading and writing) is required.

REQUIREMENTS
No certificate of any sort is required.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
This course is designed in the context of English for Specific Purposes (ESP). ESP is an approach to the learning of English that differs considerably from the so-called General Purpose English (GPE). ESP courses are designed to the specified needs of the learner, are related in content (i.e., in themes and topics) to particular disciplines, occupations and activities, and are centred on the language appropriate to those activities. We concentrate our attention on English for Science and Technology (EST), specifically on the principles of written communication in the technical professions, the process of writing and writing techniques, and the types of documents used for professional technical communication.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT
Students will learn the process of writing in the English language with focus on their academic and professional tasks.
STUDY LOAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self study</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>65.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours large group</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>34.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total learning time: 150 h

CONTENTS

**COURSE CONTENT**

Description:
- a. What is technical writing?
- Why technical and professional communication is important?
- Characteristics of good technical writing
- b. Pre-writing stage
- Audience / Purpose / Style and Tone / Generating Ideas / Outlining
- c. Writing stage
- Drafting / Structuring the Paragraph / Paragraph Patterns / Intra-Paragraph Coherence / Structuring the Essay / Essay Patterns / Inter-Paragraph Coherence
- d. Post-writing stage
- Revising content and organization / Checking for grammatical accuracy / Editing for style
- e. Format and writing approach for letters, resumes and reports for academic and professional purposes

Full-or-part-time: 1h
Guided activities: 1h

GRADING SYSTEM

A number of writing tasks (individual or in groups) will be completed in class or set as homework.
Because of the practical nature of the course, students are required to attend classes. Assignments and tasks will be corrected and graded throughout the course only for those students who attend. Therefore, if a student anticipates problems to comply with this requirement, he or she is strongly advised not to register in this class.

Course evaluation will be as follows:
- Class assignments to be completed throughout the course: 60% of course grade
- End-term test: 40% of course grade

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Basic:

RESOURCES

Other resources:
Students will have access to material specifically designed for the class through their Atenea space. Also, they will be directed to online resources, which they will resort to often for assignments, tasks, and other learning activities.